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introduction
Telecoms.com Intelligence surveyed a group of industry professionals, mostly employed
by service providers from around the world. The aim was to capture the industry’s key
requirements for deploying a multi-channel commerce solution.
The areas covered in the survey looked at critical features and functionality of a multichannel commerce solution as well as the interface points where such a system interacts
with existing back office systems.
Key findings of the survey:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Today’s service providers are looking to drive multiple ‘go to market’ models from
a single commerce platform.
Automatic and dynamic bundling capabilities are much sought after.
Integration between multiple back office systems is often lacking.
Self-service is becoming essential.
Service providers are seeking more touch points during the customer lifecycle.
A good customer experience is more about business culture than technology,
but the right technology is essential to facilitate this.

Some of the key requirements were unsurprising in context of service providers operating
across international borders. But what’s clear is that poor integration between back office
systems used for service provisioning is holding operators back from being able to react
dynamically to existing and new customer demands.
It’s no secret that in the past, operators were slow to react to customer sentiment as the
touch points between provider and customer were few and far between but as technology
has evolved, the opportunities for contact have increased and the number of touch points
has grown. Customer experience has now taken centre stage, ushering in the transition
from ‘customer relationship management’ to ‘customer experience management’.
Operators are now looking for tools to help them make the most of these touch points and
to positively engage with the customer, not just at the point of sale but on a regular basis
throughout their lifecycle. Although operators are rightly focusing on growing ARPU by
targeting new customers, winning the loyalty of existing customers and extending their stay
on the network arguably plays a strong role in maximising customer profitability.
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customer satisfaction
at the forefront

S

ervice providers clearly expect

world, identified CEM as the number

to have certain functionality

two area of focus for 2013, second only

built-in to a commerce solution

to network deployment. The network

as standard. When asked which target

is obviously a top area of interest

audience capabilities were important,

because of operators’ rush to lead the

the ability to pursue everything from

way in new access technologies such

business-to consumer to business-to-

as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Next

business was crucial to 74 per cent of

Generation Access (NGA). And while it

respondents. However it’s highly likely

is good that CEM is gaining traction in

that B2C is the key target here as ser-

the market, it is more important that

vice providers focus on acquiring new

operators consider implementing CEM

consumer customers.

in a holistic manner so they can use it

Service providers are also aware that
today’s B2B customers increasingly

as a platform for differentiation.
According to another survey, this

expect to encounter a ‘consumer style’

time by Ovum, Telco Business and

experience that includes intuitive in-

Investment Trends for IT, conducted in

teractions, powerful self-management

2011, improving customer experience

tools that enable them to manage call

was a high priority for 68 per cent of

plans, devices, provisioning, report-

respondents and evidence suggests

ing and more. When asked to rate the

this outlook remains the same today.

importance of the business goals to

The ability to achieve a simplified

be attained with a commerce plat-

view of customer behaviour also rated

form, over 67 per cent said increasing

quite highly, because the ability to see

revenue was of Critical Importance with

such metrics is essential when measur-

a further 16 per cent saying it is Very

ing the satisfaction of the customer

Important, giving this goal the highest

and being able to trigger new touch

rating average (Fig.1).

points with the user. In the battle to

There are perhaps no surprises here

acquire and retain customers, grow

but it’s clear that the industry is now

market share and maximize revenue,

putting customer satisfaction front

gaining a holistic view of a customer,

and centre, with over 84 per cent of

and understanding their needs and

respondents identifying that enhancing

‘in the moment’ motivations enables

the customer experience was either

highly personalised interactions and

Very Important or Critically Important.

interventions that fit with their habits

By way of association, around 75 per

and desires.

cent (49 per cent said Critical, 26 per

This last point was in evidence when

cent said Very Important) said reduc-

integration with smartphone and tablet

ing customer churn was the main aim

touch points was identified as a Very

of the commerce suite (Fig.1). These

Important to Critical feature for a com-

sentiments reflect the industry’s grow-

merce platform, scoring a high rating

ing understanding of the commercial

average of 4.02 out of 5 from survey

value of pursuing customer experience

respondents. Not far behind was self

management (CEM) to reduce churn

service support, which proved to be

and boost Average Revenue Per User

a popular feature with nearly 68 per

(ARPU).

cent of respondents identifying it as

Indeed, a survey conducted by

Important to Critical (Fig.2). We go into

Informa Telecoms & Media in Septem-

greater detail on the importance of this

ber 2012 with operators around the

feature on page 08.
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A go to market model

T

oday’s operators and service

a lot about but which is actually a

providers are looking to drive

major issue within the industry today,

multiple ‘go to market’ models

as many operators simply aren’t

from a single commerce platform; this
flexibility extends to white label solu-

equipped to do it.
Typically, a significant amount of

Reduce customer churn

tions that enable affiliates, brands

manual interaction must take place

and partners to operate customised

within back end systems, so the need

eCommerce websites,or for provid-

for drag and drop functionality and

ers to extend commerce operations

the ability to make ready use of logic

across regional or international bor-

in the system to build these proposi-

ders. This explains the high rating of

tions effectively and efficiently is

a number of key commerce platform

very attractive. Telcos tend to have so

features.

many complex back end systems for

48.8%

11.6% 7% 7%

25.6%

Provide a single repository of content
23.3%

27.9%

41.9%

Enhance the customer expericence

and confusing. In recognition of this

portance by 62 per cent of respondents.

phenomenon the hybris Omnichan-

In this respect, the ability to cope with

nel Commerce Offering has built in

the cultural preferences of differing

connectors that can hook into those

geographic target audiences is at the

systems through the use of APIs to

forefront of operators’ minds.

easily expose the back end.

65.1%

7%

18.6%

Provide a simplified view of customers behaviour
39.5%

34.9%

16.3%

Increase revenues
67,4%

16.3%

9.3% 7%
0%

FIG. 1

Indeed, the ability to consolidate

Rate the following in terms of importance as features of your commerce
platform: (1-5 scale where 1 is least important)

out of 5 and we go into greater detail

Collaborative editing

on platform consolidation and cultural
14%

diversity on pages 09 and 10.

25.6%

39.5%

Meanwhile, features focused on

9.3%

14%

7%

Dynamic landing pages

product spotlighting and information

14%

provision slipped further down the

41.9%

23.3%

16.3%

the least popular feature, possibly

46.5%

due to the increased education of

2.3%

Metrics driven product spotlighting

scale with collaborative editing being

11.6%

23.3%

18.6%

are buying.

39.5%

4.7%

Search-driven dynamic sections of the catalog

consumers about the products they

14%

23.3%

There was more division between
51.2%

capabilities of the product catalogue.

16.3%

16.3%

11.6%

4.7%

Self-service support

respondents in terms of the necessary
20.9%

face is that the product catalogue

39.5%

30.2%

7%

2.3%

Rich on-demand product information and endless aisle

The challenge most operators

Integration with touch points such as smartphones and tablets

and pricing menus are in different

34.9%

databases and managed by different

44.2%

14%

is always a challenge as the operator

32.9%

has to pull information from a variety

27.9%

20.9%

16.3%

2.3%

Consolidating multiple country sites on one infrastructure

systems, so to create a new offering

Keeping unique processes and content seperate by brand

of data sources and match these

34.9%

together. Another tricky element is
dynamic bundling, something we hear

11.6%

FIG. 2

27.9%

30.2%

4.7%

2.3%

ture achieved a rating average of 3.72

2.3%
4.7%

multiple country sites on one infrastruc-

7%

4.7%
4.7%

by brand was deemed to be of great im-

9.3%

16.3%

2.3%

vironment can become very complex

16.3%

34.9%

Simplicity of integration to back office and third party systems

provisioning that the back office en-

unique processes and content separate

2.3%

23.3%

4.7%

For example, the ability to keep

Rate the following in terms of importance
as goals of your commerce platform:
(1-5 scale where 1 is least important)
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key product requirements

O

perators tend to have highly

cent saying it was an Essential or Very

traditional legacy systems for

Important feature (fig. 3).

bundling services together. How-

This is especially true for service

ever, many providers are undergoing

providers delivering a voice offering

or considering a digital transformation

who now want to be able to add a digital

process hinged on bundling content into

content element - like a TV package - to

products, as selling digital content has

the deal and dynamically bundle this

become a key focus for Telcos as a way

into the cart. In an industry where we

to unlock new revenue.

are seeing cable and telecoms operators

In terms of rating average, the ability

coming together, the ability to be able to

to factor in Value Added Services (VAS)

identify the types of services customers

just edged into the lead, signifying

want and add these in dynamically is

how service providers now understand

critical.

that they need to dynamically bundle

The provision of subscriptions is cen-

over-the-top (OTT) or content offerings

tral to the Telco market proposition and

with their own traditional and network

most bundles will have a subscription

services. Similarly, the ability to bundle

component, so naturally subscriptions

plans and devices rated very highly

remain core.

with respondents, with almost 80 per

There has been a slight shift in some
quarters toward the separation of devices from subscription plans, especially
from mobile operators offering SIM

How important are the following in terms of your product catalogue?

only deals in response to smaller and

Rate the following 1 to 5 scale where 1 is least important

more disruptive MVNOs (Mobile Virtual
FIG. 3

5

4

3

2

Network Operators). But in general

1

the combination of bundling products,
20.9%

30.2%

services and tariffs remains absolutely

4.7%

37.2%

7%

critical to the Telco offering.
When it came to ranking what

Dynamic pricing
37.2%

11.6%

relation to their product catalogue, it

4.7%

39.5%

providers rated as most important in
7%

is interesting to observe that product
advisory and devices are less of a focus

Subscriptions

for service providers (although these
34.9%

39.5%

9.3%

9.3%

7%

still achieved rating averages of over 3.8
out of 5).

Devices
39.5%

39.5%

7%

7%

7%

Bundling plans and devices
16.3%

4.7%

30.2%

4.7%

44.2%

Value added services
25.6%

Product advisory

2.3%

44.2%

4.7%

23.3%
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inventory
management

I

nventory management is a highly

it is available. Just over 23 per cent

complex process that should appear

thought this element was Very Impor-

all important to providing customers

seamless to the end user. Through-

Ultimately these characteristics are

tant and 30 per cent thought it was

with the order and delivery options

out the purchase cycle a customer will

Critically Important. Essentially 83 per

that are most convenient for them. For

make a number of dynamic judgments

cent of respondents thought in-store

example, they allow a customer service

and informed decisions about what

shipping is Important (fig. 4).

representative to fill out a cart in-store

they want. However the customer must

Similarly, almost 54 per cent of

on behalf of the customer and then en-

also be expected to change or amend

respondents saw the ability to buy a

able the customer to update that cart

these decisions on the fly, adding or

product online and have it shipped to

themselves and pick up from a store

removing products at any point of the

a store as Very Important to Essential;

with modifications or get delivered

purchase cycle. The hybris omni-chan-

meanwhile the option to buy online and

direct to their house within 48 hours.

nel offering is designed to meet such

return to a store was seen as Essential

This capability represents a competi-

requirements and ensure every channel

or Very Important by 44 per cent of

tive advantage and is becoming a key

and touch point is dynamically and

respondents.

market differentiator.

automatically updated.
The backend systems powering the
inventory management process are
enormously complicated. The commerce solution has to ‘talk’ to the order

Rate these stock management features in terms of importance
(1-5 scale where 1 is least important)

management system and update orders
that are changed mid-flow, after which
it may then have to talk to the content

Buy online, pick up in a store

management system to disseminate and
consolidate all the information into one

27.9%

package for the end user. The hybris so-

25.6%

20.9%

7%

18.6%

lution enables dynamic synchronisation
across stock, order management and
content management systems to deliver
the all important seamless customer
The inventory management process

27.9%

covers the organisation and location of

23.3%

30.2%

14%

4.7%

Buy in a store, have order shipped from wherever it is available

experience.

stock in warehouses, stores and other
points in the distribution chain; shipping
of that stock to the required location

Buy online, return to store

– whether the customer’s address or a
products and services selected by the

14%

customer. Only through deep technical

27.9%

41.9%

integration and knowledge can a Telco
multi-channel commerce solution pro-

5

vide automated inventory control and
fulfilment of orders.
Just edging into the lead, with 30
per cent of respondents saying it is of
Moderate Importance, is a feature which
allows customers to buy a product instore and have it shipped from wherever

FIG. 4

4

3

2

1

4.7%

nearby store - and bundling it with the

11.6%
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the importance
of self service

I

n terms of the users of the commerce

How important is a ‘self service’ element for
the commerce solution?
FIG. 5

32.6%
Essential

41.9%
Quite important

As we have already identified, self-

mind the different classes of users that

service support is a key element of cus-

will be interfacing with the system and

tomer experience management and it is

decide whether they need correspond-

clear that service providers want to offer

ing control panels for those users. For

self-service systems where users can log

example, a finance user might need to

in and upgrade accounts themselves. A

customise several types of sales reports,

benefit of this is the reduction in contact

while a category manager would need the

centre call volumes as customers have

ability to add products or edit inventory

more transparent access to the charges

items within different categories.

for their bundle of services, usage infor-

In fig. 6 we see that almost half -

14%
Not a major consideration

9.3%
Not very important

2.3%
Not at all important

FIG. 6
50
48.8%

40

access to information documents and

service as Quite Important, while a

FAQs. Self-service portals also give opera-

further 23 per cent see it as Essential.

tors the opportunity to start pushing new

Indeed, there are key requirements

deals straight out to customers based on

that a telco multi-channel commerce

events like big device announcements or

solution must address in order to unlock

new software upgrades.

business value. Service providers clearly

As you can see in the chart opposite,

expect to have certain functionality built

(fig. 5) almost 33 per cent of respondents

into a commerce solution as standard,

rated a self-service element as Essential

including organisational hierarchies and

to a commerce solution, while almost 42

enhanced analytics and reporting tools.

per cent rated it as Quite Important. In
self-service as an important tool for their

ground. They therefore tend to focus on

business and only two per cent said it was

applications for customer management

not of importance to them.

and care that are linked to the provision

20

20.9%

10
4.7%

0

Essential

Quite
Not a major
important consideration

Not very
important

2.3%
Not at all
important

Self-service is all about customer

of dashboards and customer insights

retention. Highly automated, it removes

that offer a 360-degree view of the

significant resource stressors from the ser-

customer. Whereas executives from an IT

vice provider and empowers the customer

or engineering background, tend to focus

to make decisions. Users have the ability

on service-quality management and BI

to access their profile online and see what

applications.

they’ve ordered, what the order status is,

As a result, the commerce solution

what their existing products are, how long

must handle a huge amount of complex-

they’ve had them and what it has all cost.

data that businesses in the telecoms

Using these tools customers are in a posi-

industry digest on a daily basis – from

tion to upgrade their own contract or easily

front end interaction to the recording

view what other options are available.

relevant to the user’s role.

23.3%

total, three-quarters of respondents see

from a customer-management back-

and retrieval of customer information
30

mation on those services, as well as ready

49 per cent of respondents - see self

Many CEM-specific personnel come

How important is it for the commerce
platform to offer different distrinct control
panels for different classes of users – for
example a finance user might need to
customize several types of sales reports
while a category manager would need the
ability to add products or edit inventory items
within different categories?

but the telco user does as well.

platform, service providers must bear in

A self-service element also gives service providers a valuable conduit to push

A focus on the deployment of

new services and add-ons at a critical point

dashboards that aggregate multiple

in the customer lifecycle, such as a month

data sources to provide a 360-degree

before a customer is due to renew their

view of the customer is essential as is

contract. Customers can be shown offers

the capability to dynamically update

that get them to commit to an upgrade

information between the shop front and

ahead of time for example, thereby ensur-

the back office, to ensure that not only

ing future revenue for the service provider.

the customer has the latest information
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Many markets,
many languages

G

iven the international nature

( 32 per cent) had two languages to

of many Telco businesses,

support. Those that required just one

multi-language support for the

language to support only amounted to 11

commerce solution is clearly essential.

per cent of the total.

This goes beyond translating a platform

As an extension of multi-language

into a local language but also concerns

support, especially for those service

currency conversion and elements like

providers operating several brands in

local tax legislation.

different markets, the availability of

The ability to consolidate multiple

FIG. 7

34.9%
Essential

white label functionality is a major con-

country sites on one infrastructure

25.6%

sideration when selecting a commerce

achieved a high rating average of 3.72 out

solution. Own branded store functional-

of 5; almost 33 per cent of respondents

ity is seen as Quite Important by 42 per

saw this feature as Essential and a further

cent of respondents and Essential by 21

30 per cent saw it as Very Important.

per cent (such functionality, however,

Correspondingly, over 60 per cent of

Quite important

16.3%
Not a major consideration

was not a major consideration for 28

respondents said multi-language sup-

per cent of respondents). For those

port was essential (35 per cent) or quite

managing multiple stores, almost 30 per

important (26 per cent) when buying a

cent said they had more than 20 to look

commerce solution. A significant num-

after, with most (52 per cent) saying

ber of survey participants are managing

between one and ten.

multi-lingual commerce operations; 23

16.3%
Not very important

7%
Not at all important

We will discuss the centralisation and

per cent of respondents had over five

standardisation of commerce platforms

languages to support while the majority

in greater detail on page 11.

Do you need to be able to manage a large
number of white label shops on a single
multi-tenant platform?

How many white label shops do you need to manage on a single
platform?
FIG. 9

How important is muti-language support
when looking at commerce platforms?

FIG. 8

51.9%

1-10
10-20

18.5%

58.1%
29.6%

20+
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Yes

How important is white label (own branded) store functionality?
FIG. 10
20.9%

Essential

41.9%

Quite important
Not a major
consideration

27.9%

Not very important

4.7%

Not at all important

4.7%
0

10

20

30

40

50

41.9%
No
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Back office
integration

W

hen it comes to any kind of

building a commerce solution designed

back office tool suite, a level

for Telcos and service providers from

respondents on whether a commerce

There was some division between

of customisation is a must.

scratch is an expensive endeavor. So

platform needs to come pre-integrated

Indeed, customisation options were

it makes sense to use a management

with a wide variety of third party solu-

identified as an Essential requirement

system designed for Telcos that can

tions. While 16 per cent of respondents

by 35 per cent of respondents and

deliver on out of the box functionality

saw it as essential and 40 per cent saw

Important to almost 54 per cent; in

as possible to gain an agile and cost

it as important, another 40 per cent

total almost 90 per cent require such

effective deployment.

didn’t see it as a major consideration.

functionality.

The main complication is imple-

However, when questioned on

With a series of pre-defined tem-

menting a system able to talk to the

whether a commerce platform should

plates and data models available ‘out

service provisioning and order man-

come integrated with a wide selection

of the box’, hybris claims its offer-

agement installations. This is where

of different interfaces, 21 per cent said

ing can reduce the need for in-depth

hybris champions a series of APIs

this was essential and 54 per cent said

customisation by 40 – 60 per cent. The

that can be triggered when back end

it was important.

customization process incorporates the

solutions are built out, exposing these

physical customization of templates

systems so they can be integrated

very least the system needs to have

alongside front end modifications, but

much more simply.

integration with the billing system and

Integration is key however. At the

it needs access to plans, pricing and

How important is the ability to be able to customise the commerce
platform?

the provisioning system. This is essential so it knows that a product has
to be provided on a certain network
with a specific IP address or other

FIG. 11

identifier and it needs to know that

2.3%

Not applicable

this has been done and to inform the

Essential

34.9%

commerce system. These are events

Quite important

which affect everything from SIM only

53.3%

to postpaid and prepaid tariffs and

Not a major
consideration 4.7%

involve a lot of integration with billing
systems.

Not very important 0%
Not at all important 4.7%

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

How important is it that the commerce platform comes pre-integrated
with a wide selection of third party solutions?

How important is that the
commerce platform comes
pre-integrated with a wide
selection of different interfaces?
FIG. 13

FIG. 12

60

16.3%

Essential

53.5%

50

39.5%

Quite important

40

39.5%

Not a major consideration
Not very important
Not at all important

0

30

0%

20

4.7%

10

20.9%

20.9%

Essential

Quite
Not a major Not very
important consideration important

2.3%

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

0

2.3%
Not at all
important
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Centralisation
and standardisation

I

n other reports and conversations
carried out by Telecoms.com Intelligence, the subjects of centralisation

To what extent do you believe group wide standardisation of a commerce
platform is an achievable goal for an international operator?

and standardisation of platforms raise
interesting debate. Often the manage-

Very
achievable

ment teams see such approaches, espe-

11.6%

cially among operator groups, as more

Quite
achievable

cost-efficient, but there is often political
backlash at the individual unit level.
By Telecoms.com Intelligence’s definition, Centralisation is the deployment of

32.6%

I don’t know

a single Telco multi-channel commerce

Not very
achievable

solution that all operating units can
‘hook’ into and access. Whereas stan-

9.3%

Not at all
4.7%
achievable

dardisation allows each operating unit
to manage its own iteration of the same

0

commerce solution.
According to our findings, the major-

41.9%

10

20

30

40

50

FIG. 14

ity of respondents believe group wide
standardisation on an ecommerce
product is Achievable, with 12 per cent
stating it is Very Achievable and 42 per

To what extent do you believe group wide centralisation of a commerce platform
is an achievable goal for an international operator?

cent confirming this is Quite Achievable.
This is encouraging for operator groups;
indeed, less than 15 per cent actually
believe it is Not Achievable.

Very
achievable

9.3%

When it comes to centralisation there
is less confidence, with most respondents (44 per cent) saying they Don’t

Quite
achievable

25.6%

Know whether it is achievable. However,
35 per cent believe it is and only 21 per

44.2%

I don’t know

cent do not agree.
The question of centralisation is
linked to the requirement for customisation. A centralised deployment might
have a single data model and template

Not very
achievable
Not at all
achievable

for all sites that is adapted for each use
case and every subsidiary; when a site
is developed for a subsidiary, it is just
tweaked slightly for the relevant market. Ultimately there is only a certain
amount of group level management you
can undertake, and as a result you need
to have a top level implementation that
is adapted for individual sites.

14%
7%
0

FIG. 15

10

20

30

40

50
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time to market

O

f course, time to market is essential,

to be deployed within a 12 month time frame.

nine months, 21 per cent with nine to 12 months

with 82 per cent of respondents

In terms of breakdown, 37 per cent experi-

and 12 per cent at 12 to 16 months. Only seven

categorizing it as such and more than

ence a typical deployment time of two to five

percent would expect to take up to two years

months, followed by 23 per cent with five to

for such a rollout.

80 per cent stating that commerce suites need

In your experience, what is a typical time to market for deploying a
commerce suite?
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conclusion

S

ervice providers clearly expect sig-

building a relationship with the end user in

consistency, tackling the challenge of

nificant functionality to be built into a

order to prevent churn, rather than attempt-

ensuring that, in their role of operator-

commerce platform as standard. They

ing to retain customers in a reactively.

gatekeeper, they can integrate all the

expect to be able to target various audiences

Consumers have developed a level of

information they have access to with an

and bundle products and services together

expectation for their experience with the

individual’s customer profile and really

to fulfil demand from all sectors on an inter-

service provider and have access to a myriad

make use of the resulting knowledge.

national level.

of touchpoints including the web, smart-

The main focus of service providers, in

Unlocking the multiple systems and

phones, tablets, kiosks, social media, points

processes in place that play host to valu-

terms of generating recurring revenues from

of sale, and call centres. Service provider

able information that can be turned into

users, has shifted to customer satisfac-

success depends on the Telco being able

revenue depends on the implementation of

tion and experience, driving a great deal of

to seamlessly integrate all their underlying

a customer-facing tool that makes it pos-

interest in understanding and analysing user

back office systems in order to seamlessly

sible to sell the right product, to the right

behaviour and identifying what can be done

integrate these touchpoints. Right now that’s

person, for the right price and at the right

to encourage good experiences and find

something that not a lot of service providers

time. It’s true that good customer retention

solutions to bad ones.

are getting right.

practice is more about business culture

Obviously, no carrier wants to see their

It’s clear that not only do Telcos need to

than technology, but having the right tech-

valuable subscribers move to competitor net-

be in contact with the customer at every

nology solution in place is absolutely es-

works, yet it’s only recently that operators

touch point that arises during the lifecycle

sential to facilitate a true customer-centric

have changed tack to focus on proactively

but they also need to achieve knowledge

business culture.

About HYBRIS SOFTWARE
hybris software, an SAP Company, helps businesses around the globe sell more goods,
services and digital content through every touchpoint, channel and device. hybris delivers
OmniCommerce™: state-of-the-art master data management for commerce and unified
commerce processes that give a business a single view of its customers, products and
orders, and its customers a single view of the business. hybris’ omni-channel software
is built on a single platform, based on open standards, that is agile to support limitless
innovation, efficient to drive the best TCO, and scalable and extensible to be the last
commerce platform companies will ever need. Both principal industry analyst firms rank
hybris as a “leader” and list its commerce platform among the top two or three in the
market. The same software is available on-premise, on-demand and managed hosted,
giving merchants of all sizes maximum flexibility. Some of the world’s most innovative
Telco providers have chosen hybris, including Vodafone, Three, Phones4u, O2, EE, Telmore,
Ericsson and Ingram Micro Mobility (formerly Brightpoint,Inc.). Telco’s can also benefit from
our experience serving over 400 other companies, including global B2B brands W.W.Grainger
and 3M, as well as consumer brands Levi’s, Nikon, Galeries Lafayette and Lufthansa.
For more information, visit www.hybris.com.

About Telecoms.com Intelligence
Telecoms.com Intelligence is the industry research offering from the leading news and
analysis portal for the global telecoms industry.
With over 80,000 unique monthly visitors and more than 70,000 registrations to our webinar
platform, Telecoms.com has access to executive opinion of unrivalled breadth and depth. That
opinion needs context and our editorial team excels at transforming raw data into insight and
analysis. And with a variety of print and digital channels, including Mobile Communications
International magazine, we can drive unbeatable awareness of our findings.

